1- How will you ensure these community centres are accessible to those who do not
speak or read the dominant languages , being English or French?

By looking at their high numbers, it becomes clear that the need is high and it is
necessary for them to be treated and heard adequately by hiring workers and
assistants (translators) in each location.
Provide material in Chinese
language.
2- What will you do to address these issues while the LRT is delayed and while the
LRT is operating?
All cancelled buses will be restored immediately to remain until the LRT is in full
operation.
b. How will you engage customers whose dominant language is not English or French in
public consultations regarding issues such as bus route changes, town halls and
customer feedback ?
Encourage and support chinese friends to run for the elections, appoint
assistants and translation from English and French to Chinese language.
c. What will you do to ensure that OC Transpo’s services are more affordable and
accessible for low-income folks?
The low-income people should not pay for public transportation.
3- How will you ensure that the community is not being unfairly targeted for gambling?
What will you do to also challenge the stereotypes and racial bias that is prevalent in the
city and that Chinese Canadians continue to face?
Bias, I call it systemic and institutional bias, unfortunately all visible minorities
are victims of bias and official corruption. One of the main reasons, why I am
running is to end the systemic bias and dictatorship against vulnerable
minorities. How? by bringing back the public institutions to the people instead of
letting them run by big corporations. For this we need strong and reliable Mayor
who maintains his promises and ready to fight for social justice and fairness to
all residents.
4. Post-amalgamation, the City of Ottawa has never had a Black, East or Southeast
Asian councillor on city council. What will you do to ensure that marginalized groups
have the same opportunity and chance to be involved in municipal politics as others do?

Once elected I will invite them to City council periodically and work with their
community leaders to encourage, help, support and prepare more Chinese people
and Asian people to run and win in elections.
5. Chinatown has been experiencing gentrification for years. Newer development is
pushing out lower income families and local businesses, changing its landscape and
affordability. Chinatown is not only a home to many, but a hub for those from the
Chinese community living in other wards to come together to reconnect with food, family
and history. How will you ensure that affordable housing and suitable businesses
remain while retaining the history and heart of the neighbourhood?
It is big part of their heritage, I will work with the Council to protect the Chinese
area by strong motions and bylaws so no one can influence or affect the Chinese
culture or heritage that became important part of the entire Canadian heritage.

